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Welcome to the GS Group.
The Group comprises GS Ltd 
(Chartered Accountants),  
GS Bookkeeping Ltd, GS Secretaries Ltd 
and GS Administration Ltd.

About the firm
Our firm was established by Alun Griffiths and Petula Skinner in

early 2007 who wanted to bring together their various expertises to

help satisfy the accounting and administrative needs of small to

medium local businesses.

We operate very informally, so don’t expect to see any suits and ties,

and more often than not the dog comes to the office. We like to

think our offices are relaxing and friendly rather than intimidating.

Our office hours are very flexible so if you want to meet up for a

chat, at our office your home, in the evening or even the weekend

then that can be arranged.

Location
Our offices are on Belvedere Hill, near the Merton Hotel. Please call

for an appointment as we are often out and about, or our staff and

directors are working from home. We have parking available.
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Professional Bodies and Regulators

GS Ltd (Chartered Accountants) is a member firm of the ICAEW

(Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales) and is

an assurance of quality. Member firms must ensure that their

procedures are well monitored and that staff are regularly updated

with changes in the legal and accounting framework.

GS Ltd is also a Registered Auditor, an unusual thing for smaller

accountancy firms. We believe this ensures that clients receive a

higher level of quality than from other small accounting firms who

may offer audit services but without being Registered Auditors. This

means that our accountancy practice is adhering to the highest

level of quality and ensures that our work is regularly and

independently monitored by our governing body.

GS Administration Ltd and GS Secretaries Ltd are regulated by the

JFSC (Jersey Financial Services Commission) for the conduct of

Trust and Company business. This allows us to do company

secretarial work, and certain administration services

for local residents, and again is an assurance of a certain standard.

GS Bookkeeping Ltd is a Quickbooks Professional Advisor

company. 

More about what each of our companies can do for

you is contained in the services section.

About the directors    

Alun is a Chartered Accountant and Petula is a Company

Administration and business specialist. Alun qualified with KPMG

in 1998 and has worked at various legal, banking and accounting

offices in the Island.

Petula has been working as a bookkeeper and company

administrator for over 30 years, training a large number of the

Islands bookkeepers through her courses for the IAB and other

accounting courses run in association with Highlands College.

As for our interests, we are both outdoorsy. Alun likes anything with

a big adrenaline hit - so skydiving (he is also a skydiving instructor)

and acrobatic flying, riding motorbikes, anything potentially

dangerous! Petula also runs an adventure travel business and her

interests are similarly diverse although her favourites are

kayaking and skiing.

Services
As a modern firm of accountants we pride ourselves on
offering a multitude of services:

• Bookkeeping

• GST Returns and advice

• Accounts Preparation

• Auditing

• Payroll & Subcontractor Tax (ITIS)

• Personal Tax Returns

• Company Tax Returns

• Company Secretarial Work

• Company formations and advice

• IT and Systems advice

TeamOur

Petula

Alun

In all our dealings with GS accountants we
have found them to be attentive, helpful
and insightful.  Alan, Petula and the team
offer us great support and we are delighted
with the relationship both professionally
and personally.

CHRIS SHELTON
-      DIRECTOR, THE REFINERY
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Bookkeeping Accounts
Preparation

Auditing GST Returns

Whether you are already registered or have just reached the turnover

threshold, we can advise and assist you in all matters relating to

GST. There can be punitive surcharges and penalties if you miss the

GST Return deadline and also if they carry out a Compliance visit

on your affairs and find errors. We have extensive experience in

dealing with tax visits and can assist you from the moment they

write to you to tell you they are coming to the moment they close

the enquiry.

We also process periodic GST returns for several clients ensuring

they never miss a GST deadline. Regardless of whether you prepare

your returns or we do, you can always be assured that sound GST

advice is only a phone call away.

If your Company does grow and requires an Audit or if you are

already required to have Audited accounts by your Articles of

Association or otherwise, we can help.

We believe that Auditing should be much more than just a

necessary evil for a client and as part of our Audit work, we examine

your processes and organisation to not only carry out a more

efficient, targeted Audit, but also to enable us to provide you with

detailed Financial information including performance graphics,

Strengths and Weaknesses and much more.

We use Statutory software and established Auditing stationery to

successfully plan and execute an Audit and in doing so, we use our

experience to assist and advise your business as well as carry out the

statutory obligation placed upon us. By inspecting your records and

systems closely, we are better placed to offer advice and assistance in

growing your business. GS Ltd (Chartered Accountants) is a

registered auditor, allowing us to perform complex statutory audits

on listed companies.

At your company or trading year-end we can prepare accounts

quickly and accurately. We do everything we can to minimise your

accounting costs but ensuring you are comply with the requirements

of the tax office or company law. We can produce income and

expenditure sheets and mortgage references and also create cash flow

projections and budgets for management information.

When we prepare accounts for our clients we don’t just put them in

the post with a nice note saying see you next year, we take the time

to sit down with our clients and discuss what they actually mean, we

want you to get value from the process not just see it as a necessary

evil to get the tax man of your back. 

With our history in education and training we can explain things

simply so it’s not a case of baffled with science or jargon.

With our fixed fee arrangements you can come back and ask us as

much as you like about what it all means without ever having to

worry about receiving a nasty shock.

We can assist your book-keeping in several ways, from providing a

“hands on”service to periodic reviews, assistance and advice should

you be changing over to another accounting system.

It isn’t just a chore to keep your books properly, it is also a legal

requirement, so we try to make it as painless as possible. What’s more

is that the more you are able to keep your books in order, the less

work we need to do to extract your financial information which keeps

your fees down. We try to work with you to reach a compromise

where you do only what you want to do but in an effective manner.

If you choose to keep your own records we are able to receive and

process many different formats including; Excel, Sage, Quickbooks,

Lotus, Works and others besides. We can also give you various

Excel Cashbook templates already set up for you to start straight away

on your own. If you really don’t want the worry and bother of carrying

out your own book-keeping, then we can also provide you with on

site book-keeping services at a time and frequency to suit you.

BromleySanders have been extremely pleased
with GS Accountants. They have proven to
be highly efficient  and professional and above
all very knowledgeable in their understanding
of accounting book keeping and tax
effectiveness and all with a friendly smile..

PENNY BROMLEY
- DIRECTOR, BROMLEY SANDERS
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ITIS Returns Personal and Corporation
Tax Returns

IT & System advice Company Secretarial

As is the case with our payroll software, we use Income Tax

approved ITIS Return software which enables us to electronically

file your ITIS tax returns. We are also able to offer tax planning

advice and advanced warning of your payments to the Tax office.

We can also ensure that you do not pay too much on account by

being proactive about your returns.

Payroll
We offer all levels of support for Payroll services, whether it be a

general query over the telephone on how much you need to pay

someone to achieve a given net figure or a comprehensive facility.

We use Income tax approved Software that enables us to file your

returns online and provide the necessary information for social

security returns and also meet the legal requirements of providing

pay slips to members of staff.

With all the new Income Tax law and the arrival of the dreaded 0/10

tax law there are lots of opportunities for saving tax for the small

business owner by looking at how we extract money from your

business and get it into your hands. This could be by means of loans,

dividends, dividends with tax credits, or by salaries, fees or wages.

If you own more than one company there are now options for group

relief that can also be applied for. The opportunity also means that

there are pitfalls and we can help steer you safely through it all.

For new businesses a lot of tax can be avoided or deferred by picking

the right reporting date (the date your accounts are made up to) and

again if you are just starting out or looking to finalise your first set of

accounts this is something we can advise you on.  

Any successful business will find itself paying tax but we are here to

help you ensure that it’s as little and paid as late in the day as

possible. You never need to open another letter from the Income

Tax Comptroller as they all get sent to us to deal with

It goes without saying that our IT systems have to be extremely

up to date to enable us to carry out online filing of the various

returns. As everything becomes increasingly computer driven,

we are able to offer systems advice and assistance. We can also

recommend different types of software for your Business to make

sure that you get exactly what you need. Once chosen we are

able to attend your premises to set up your financial systems and

can provide training for your staff to ensure they are familiar

with the systems in place.

As QuickBooks Professional Advisors we can also help you with

use and setting your system up to get the most out of the

software as possible. QuickBooks is one of the easiest accounting

packages to use and is designed for people who are not

accountants. We can train you, or support or mentor you in its

use. Petula also organises training courses if you are new to it so

you can train with other people which makes things more

fun and helps learning as each student has their own needs.

We offer a range Company Secretarial services:

We can act as your Company Secretary and/or provide the

Registered Office for your company. This ensures that all the forms

needing attention come directly to us to deal with the Annual

Return. It also means that the Company Registers and Statutory

records which must be available for inspection are kept on our

premises without your privacy being interrupted and will be up to

date and correct.

Typical formations currently come through within 3 working days

with a Certificate of Incorporation the following day by post. As part

of our formation package we can also register you for ITIS, Social

Security and GST leaving you with a Company

ready to trade

Having been 40 years in business, 
GS Accountants are by far the easiest
accountants to deal with. All problems are
smoothed away and accounts are produced
with the minimum of fuss and bother. 
Very good, very professional, and won’t 
break the bank.

- ROSEVILLE PHARMACY 

“
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Record Scanning
and Storage

Fee policy FEE SCALES

Annual or Recurring Fees

Accounting and taxation
The following items are chargeable on a fixed fee basis:

Preparation of annual accounts
Turnover <£100k £600

Turnover >£100k & <£200k £800

Turnover >£200k £negotiable

Submission of each Jersey or UK income tax return
Individual £200

Company £200

Company administration
Provision of registered office £150

Provision of company secretary £300

Company formation (excluding JFSC fees) £400

Secretarial fees includes time spent preparing and submitting the
annual return, drafting minutes for changing your registered office 
or secretary, and approving of accounts where we act as your accountants.
Other company secretarial duties, such as dealing with the sale and
transfer of shares etc, are time charged in accordance with the scales 
set out below:

Time Charge Fees
Chartered Accountant £120/ph

Bookkeeping Senior £40/ph

Bookkeeping Junior £25/ph

Company Secretarial Senior £80/ph

Company Secretarial Junior £40/ph

No time charge fees will be incurred without your prior knowledge and consent.

Registered Office and Company Secretarial responsibility fees are billed on 1 January of each year or on 
appointment and cover the period until 31 December in the year of billing. Responsibility fees are non 
refundable or time apportioned. Bookkeeping fees are billed monthly in arrears or as needed. 
Accountancy and Tax fees are invoiced when accounts are sent to for approval or review or when 
the majority of tax work has been completed.

Fed up with boxes and boxes of accounting history cluttering up

your home office? We have the solution! We can now archive all

the records you need to keep from bank statements, receipts,

invoices or employment returns electronically. These are held

securely on our server with a local and remote backup so they are

safe. If you want we can issue you with a license to access our

document management system so you can access your records

online, alternatively we can give you a CD to replace all those

boxes. As all records are stored as pdf’s and are passed through our

ORC (character recognition software) when they are scanned it

becomes very easy to search for old records.

Our scanning service is only made available to clients using our

accounting or bookkeeping services and is accordingly subsidised

with a fee of only £50 for each 500 pages scanned. The license

fee to access our online document management system costs £79 a

year and covers you for however many companies or businesses you

have with us.

Other services
and referrals
We offer much more than just these services and we aim to be a

“one stop” service for your business. If there are any specialist areas

that we cannot assist you with directly such as Independent

Financial Advice or Pensions advice, we maintain contacts who we

know will be able to help you. Furthermore we do not receive

commission so you can be assured that we are objective and

independent and that we only refer you to people we feel able to

recommend.

We like to set fixed fees, particularly for accounting, secretarial and

taxation work and the fees are generally scaled based on turnover.

Fixed fees mean no nasty surprises, and if we think having done a

piece of work for you that it was grossly unfair then we don’t try to

renegotiate the current years fee, but will suggest a fee that we

believe is fair for the next years work (it’s not happened yet!).

Bookkeeping services are normally charged on a time basis. A guide

to our fees can be seen on the next page. Most clients with a

company will take our full accounting service (tax for company, tax

for individual and accounts prep). This allows us to work on the big

picture when it comes to your tax planning and work on mitigating

the tax payable in total.

Free consultation
We offer all potential new clients a free consultation. Come and see

if you like the way we operate and think we would be a good fit.

This can be especially helpful if you are just starting out even though

you might not need any accounting or tax work doing for another

year we can get you started on the right foot.

If you don’t decide we are the right firm for your particular needs

then at least you would have enjoyed a good cup of coffee and taken

away some free advice!

I can only give praise to you & your company in
helping me get out of a situation, which could
only be described as a higgeldy piggeldy mess!

EMMA LOUISE WATSON 
- DIRECTOR OF BLISS LTD
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